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Who Should Pay the Administrative Costs of an ITQ Fishery? 

 
Abstract: Implementation and management of an ITQ fishery involves significant and costly 

administrative activities.  These activities include formulating and implementing policy rules, 

monitoring and enforcement to deter illegal behavior, and economic and marine research.  In this 

paper we construct a model of a competitive ITQ system to analyze how the distribution of 

administrative costs between the public and a fishing industry can affect the equilibrium in the 

quota market, including equilibrium level of administrative costs, and derive results about the 

optimal distribution of these costs.  

 

Keywords: Individual Transferable Quotas, Total Allowable Catch, Administrative Costs, 

Efficiency. 
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Introduction 

The use of an individual transferable quota (ITQ) system offers an opportunity for fishery 

managers to achieve a given total allowable catch with maximum social benefit.  Though usually 

ignored in studies of ITQ systems, implementation and management of an ITQ fishery involves 

significant administrative activities.  As with other forms of fishery regulations, these 

administrative activities include formulating and implementing policy rules, monitoring and 

enforcement to deter illegal behavior, and economic and marine research. The costs of these 

activities can be substantial (Arnason et al., 2000; Wallis and Flaaten 1999).  Thus, the level of 

administrative costs and who bears these costs—the public via government regulators or the 

fishing industry—may have significant impacts on the performance and design of ITQ schemes. 
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In this paper, we develop a theoretical model of harvests under ITQ management to determine 

how administrative costs and their distribution can affect the equilibrium of an ITQ program, and 

whether there is an optimal distribution of these costs between the public and fishers.  

It is well known that administrative costs can have substantial impacts on the design of 

regulatory policies. For one example, see Polinsky and Shavell (1982) for a study of how the 

structure and exogenous distribution of administrative costs affects the setting of an emissions 

tax. In the fisheries literature, Sutinen and Andersen (1985) examine the effect of enforcement 

costs on optimal non-transferable fishing quotas, but do not study the issue of whether the public 

or fishers should bear these costs. In real fisheries management, regulators cannot sidestep the 

problem of distributing administrative costs and have confronted it in a variety of ways. In the 

United States, fishers operating under ITQ systems in the quahog/surf clam fisheries, wreckfish 

fisheries and the Pacific halibut and sablefish fisheries are not required to pay for the 

administration of the systems.1 In contrast, ITQ fisheries in Iceland and New Zealand mandate 

fees to fund the management costs of the fishery (Arnason, 2002). 2   

Some researchers have argued that regulated fishers should bear the costs of ITQ 

management, because they are the main beneficiaries of the policy. This is partly an equity 

argument that questions whether public funds should be used to increase the private gains of 

fishers (e.g., Tietenberg 2003; Schrank, et al. 2003).  Arnason et al. (2000) argue that the lack of 

a direct link between the public who pays for fisheries administration and the fishers who benefit 

can lead to inefficient provision of administrative services, because fishers have little incentive to 

question services they benefit from but do not pay for.  Thus, having fishers bear administrative 

costs can promote efficient administration of regulations. Arnason et al. (2000) also suggest that 

it may be more efficient for fishers to bear administration costs because of the deadweight cost of 

taxation to generate the necessary public funds.   
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To our knowledge no one has developed a rigorous theoretical model of the distribution 

of administrative costs in fisheries regulation. With our model we identify three additional 

factors that can influence the optimal distribution of administrative costs. 1) Quota price effect: 

The literature on enforcing ITQ programs suggests that fishers’ incentives to be noncompliant 

(i.e., fail to hold sufficient quota to cover their harvests in a period) increases with the quota 

price (Chavez and Salgado 2005; Hatcher 2005). Therefore, administrative costs can increase 

directly with the quota price. Moreover, the distribution of administrative costs can affect the 

equilibrium quota price, which in turn can affect the aggregate level of administrative costs and 

the optimal distribution of these costs. 2) Individual harvest effect: All else equal, administrative 

costs may increase directly with individual harvests. For example, a fisher’s harvests may 

depend on the number of trips it takes in a season. If administrative costs associated with an 

individual fisher increase with the number of trips it takes, then administrative costs are 

positively related to the fisher’s harvests. If the distribution of administrative costs affects 

individual harvests, then the distribution affects aggregate administrative costs and the optimal 

distribution of these costs. 3) Fleet size effect: Everything else equal, having the public bear a 

larger part of administrative costs makes fishing more profitable, which can lead to additional 

entry into the fishery and an increase in aggregate administrative costs. 

Our efforts yield several insights that are new to the literature on the design of ITQ 

programs. We demonstrate how administrative costs and the distribution of these costs can affect 

the period-by-period equilibrium of an ITQ market. We also analyze how equilibrium 

administrative costs can be affected by the distribution of these costs, the total allowable catch, 

and the resource stock. In terms of the optimal distribution of administrative costs, we 

demonstrate that the quota market equilibrium, aggregate administrative costs, and the value of 

an ITQ program are unaffected by the distribution of administrative costs if there is no individual 

harvest effect, no fleet size effect, and no deadweight cost associated with public funds for 
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administration. Thus, under these conditions, any distribution of administrative costs will be 

optimal as long as it is accompanied by the efficient total allowable catch. This does not imply 

that administrative costs can be ignored in choosing the other elements of an ITQ policy: the 

distribution of administrative costs affects the optimal paths of the allowable catch, the shadow 

value of the resource, and the resource stock even when there is not an efficiency reason to pick 

a particular distribution. When the distribution of administrative costs does affect the value of an 

ITQ fishery, we show that it is optimal to have fishers bear all administrative costs if the 

individual harvest effect is absent. The remaining quota price effect, the fleet size effect, and the 

deadweight cost of public funds motivate regulators to shift more of the burden of administrative 

costs onto fishers. The individual harvest effect can work in the opposite direction, so its 

presence is the only possible motivation for having the public take on a portion of administrative 

costs. However, the presence of this effect is not a sufficient condition for having the public bear 

part of the administrative costs of an ITQ fishery. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide a model of an ITQ 

fishery, including the costs of administering the program. Then, we provide results about the 

effects of the distribution of administrative costs between fishers and the public on the quota 

market equilibrium, as well as an analysis of equilibrium aggregate administrative costs. 

Following this, we specify an optimal policy consisting of the time paths of total allowable catch 

and distribution of administrative costs. We conclude in the final section. 

 

A model of an ITQ fishery with administrative costs 

In this section, we present a conceptual model of an ITQ fishery with administrative costs. We 

begin by laying out the basic elements of the model, and then specify the number of active 

fishers and their harvest choices, given a distribution of administrative costs between the fishers 

and the public, an exogenous quota price, and the resource stock. We then use this information to 
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specify the period-by-period equilibrium quota price, fleet size and individual harvests in terms 

of the distribution of administrative costs, the supply of quotas (total allowable catch), and the 

resource stock.  

 

Model elements 

The analysis is based on a model of a perfectly competitive ITQ system with an endogenous 

number of n fishers.  An individual fisher’s benefits are given by the difference between total 

revenue and total costs from harvesting fish. We denote the individual harvest level in a time 

period as q, and assume that landed fish sell at a competitive price p. The stock of the biomass in 

a period is B. A fisher’s harvesting cost is λ+),( Bqc .  The variable component of harvest costs, 

),( Bqc , is the same for all fishers, and is strictly increasing and convex in harvest q, and strictly 

decreasing in stock size B.  We make the common assumption that 0<qBc , indicating that 

marginal harvest costs decrease with greater fish abundance. Fixed harvesting costs λ  vary by 

fishers: this is the only fisher-level heterogeneity in the model.  Heterogeneous fixed harvesting 

costs serve to determine which fishers operate in a period and which do not.  Since fishers are 

otherwise identical, each operating fisher will choose the same level of harvest.3   We assume 

that the same number of fishing quotas 0q  is allocated to each potentially active fisher in a 

period.  Possession of a quota confers the legal right to harvest one unit of fish.  The total 

allowable catch in a period is Q, so that many quotas are supplied in aggregate.  Quotas trade at a 

competitive price w. We assume throughout that the regulator is able to maintain perfect 

compliance with the quota system, so that the number of quota each fisher chooses to hold in a 

period is equal to their harvests that period.  

 Administrative costs in an ITQ fishery include economic and marine research to set the 

total allowable catch; the design, implementation and management of the system, and monitoring 

and enforcement to deter illegal fishing (Arnason et. al. 2000). In our analysis we assume that all 
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administrative costs are associated with individual fishers that operate under the ITQ program. 

This does not mean that they will bear the costs associated with them; it does, however, allow us 

to describe aggregate administrative costs as an aggregation of these costs over fishers.  

Let ),( qwm  denote the administrative cost that is associated with each active fisher, 

given the quota price and individual harvest level.  As noted earlier, the literature on enforcing 

ITQs suggests that fishers have a greater incentive to violate their quota when the price is higher 

(see Chavez and Salgado 2005 and Hatcher 2005). A fisher’s marginal benefit of failing to hold 

enough quotas is what it would have to pay to acquire additional quotas to cover its landings in a 

period, which is the equilibrium quota price. When this price is higher, more enforcement effort 

is required to maintain compliance. Hence, 0),( >qwmw . We call this the quota price effect on 

the administrative costs associated with individual fishers. Administrative costs in an ITQ fishery 

can also be affected directly by individual harvests. For example, suppose that higher individual 

harvests are associated with more fishing trips and that monitoring landings at port and certain 

record keeping requirements are specific to individual trips. Thus, administrative costs may 

increase with individual harvest because they are associated with more trips. In this case, 

0),( >qwmq , and we call this the individual harvest effect on administrative costs. If 

administrative costs are independent of the quota price and individual harvests, then ( , )wm w q =  

( , ) 0qm w q = . However, 0),( >qwm  for all active fishers because there are likely to be 

administrative costs that are fixed in the sense that they do not vary with the quota price or 

individual harvests. We do not model administrative costs that are independent of the number of 

fishers. Finally, we assume 0),( ≥qwmqq , and 0),( ≥qwmqw  to help satisfy the second order 

condition for a fisher’s optimal harvest and to make this choice decreasing in the quota price. 

The distribution of administrative costs is modeled simply. Let α  be the share of the 

administrative costs associated with a fisher that is borne by the government— )1( α−  is the 

share that is borne by the fisher—and assume that this share is constant across fishers. There is 
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one final component of administrative costs.  Typically, governments must raise revenue with 

distortionary taxes, which implies that a dollar of government expenditure costs more than one 

dollar. Consequently, let the marginal cost of public funds be the constant 1≥µ .4  

Given a quota price, individual harvests, fleet size, and the distribution of administrative 

costs, aggregate administrative costs are 

),()1( qwnmM αµα +−= ,       (1) 

of which the industry bears (1 ) ( , )nm w qα−  while the government takes on ( , )nm w qαµ . 

Although we do not model implementation of this distribution of costs explicitly, it can be 

accomplished by distributing responsibilities for the necessary services between the fishers and 

regulators, and possibly with auxiliary fees and subsidies.  In actual settings, fishers may be 

required to cover the costs of certifying landings at the port, install GPS devices to track the 

location of vessels at sea, and cover the cost of scientific observers during fishing trips. At the 

same time, the government may take on the responsibility of conducting marine research for 

stock assessment and setting the total allowable catch, as well as monitoring and enforcement 

activities. If it is optimal for the industry and the government to share the administrative costs, 

then this distribution of responsibilities or something similar may be a good approximation of the 

optimal sharing rule.   However, if it turns out to be optimal that fishers bear all administrative 

costs, then the government may charge each fisher a fee to recover the costs of its activities.  If it 

is optimal for the government to bear a larger part of administrative costs, then the policy may 

include a subsidy to firms to help fund their administrative activities.  The distribution of 

responsibilities and fees and subsides can be structured to implement any cost-sharing 

requirement.  
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Fisher´s choices 

Ultimately, we wish to specify a dynamic optimal ITQ policy, consisting of the distribution of 

administrative costs and a path of total allowable catches ( ,Qα ). The first step toward specifying 

this policy is to determine the number of active fishers and their harvests, given the distribution 

of administrative costs, quota price and the resource stock.  We will use this information in the 

next subsection to determine the equilibrium quota price, the equilibrium number of fishers, and 

their individual harvests under a policy ( ,Qα ).  

 An active fisher chooses a harvest level in a period to maximize profit, taking the output 

and quota prices as given. The fisher’s profit is  

 ),()1()(),( 0 qwmqqwBqcpq αλπ −−−−−−= ,      (2) 

and the first order condition for an interior choice of harvest for this fisher is 

 0),()1(),( =−−−− qwmBqcwp qq α .       (3) 

The standard result about individual harvests in a competitive ITQ fishery is that a fisher chooses 

its harvest to equate marginal fishing costs to the marginal value of landed fish, which is the 

difference between the landed fish price and the quota price. However, note in (3) how the 

harvest choice is distorted if the fisher bears at least a portion of administrative costs and these 

costs increase directly with its harvest level. These effects together tend to increase the marginal 

cost of fishing and, in turn, reduce a fisher’s harvest. 

The first order condition (3) implicitly defines the fisher’s choice of harvests as 

   ( , , , )q w B pα ,           (4) 

with comparative statics: 

   ( (1 ) ) 0q qq qqq m c mα α= + − > ;      (5) 

   (1 (1 ) ) ( (1 ) ) 0w qw qq qqq m c mα α= − + − + − < ;    (6) 

   ( (1 ) ) 0B qB qq qqq c c mα= − + − > ;      (7) 

   1 ( (1 ) ) 0p qq qqq c mα= + − > .            (8) 
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If individual harvests increase administrative costs directly ( 0>qm ), an active fisher’s harvest 

in a period increases as more of the administrative cost burden is shifted toward the public, 

because this reduces the full marginal cost of fishing. Note that the absence of an individual 

harvest effect on administrative costs ( 0=qm ) implies 0=αq . Moreover, a fisher’s harvest in a 

period is decreasing in the quota price, increasing in the resource stock (because a larger stock 

reduces marginal harvest costs), and increasing in the price of landed fish. We ignore the effects 

of the price of landed fish from this point forward, because these effects do not affect any of our 

results. Therefore we will write an individual fisher’s harvest as ( , , )q w Bα .    

 The size of the fishing fleet is determined by the zero-profit condition.  The maximum 

profit for a fisher who faces parameters ( , , )w Bα  is obtained by substitution of (4) into (2), 

which yields 

 ( , , , ) ( , , ) ( ( , , ), )w B pq w B c q w B Bπ α λ α α λ= − −  

    0( ( , , ) ) (1 ) ( , ( , , ))w q w B q m w q w Bα α α− − − − .   (9) 

A fisher that decides not to operate in a period can sell its endowment of quota at the equilibrium 

quota price.  Thus, given ( , , )w Bα , fishers that would earn 0( , , , )w B wqπ α λ <  will not operate, 

while those earning 0( , , , )w B wqπ α λ ≥  will.  Let mλ  denote the fixed harvesting cost of the least 

profitable active fisher. Hence, mλ  is the solution to 0( , , , )w B wqπ α λ = ; that is, 

 ( , , ) ( ) ( , , ) ( ( , , ), ) (1 ) ( , ( , , ))m w B p w q w B c q w B B m w q w Bλ α α α α α= − − − − .  (10) 

Fishers with fixed costs mλλ ≤ will fish in the current period, while those with mλλ >  will not. 

Hence, the number of active fishers in a period is an increasing function of mλ ; that is, 

   ),,()( Bwnn m αλ = .          (11) 

Assume that n is continuous to simplify the analysis. Then, using the envelope theorem we 

obtain:  

   ( ) ( , ( , , )) 0mn n m w q w Bα λ α′= > ;      (12) 

   ( ) ( , , ) 0m
wn n q w Bλ α′= − < ;       (13) 
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   0)( >′−= B
m

B cnn λ ;        (14) 

These are the direct effects of the distribution of administrative costs, the quota price and the 

resource stock on fleet size. They will be used in the next section to calculate the effects of the 

administrative-cost distribution, the quota supply and the resource stock on the equilibrium 

number of active fishers in a period.  Equations (13) and (14) indicate that there is a positive 

direct effect of the resource stock and a negative direct effect of the quota price. From (12), there 

is potentially a positive direct effect of the distribution of administrative costs on the fleet size. 

Given the quota price and resource stock, the fleet is larger as the public takes on a greater 

portion of administrative costs (i.e., higher α ), because fishing is more profitable.  αn  plays a 

significant role in determining aggregate administrative costs so we refer to it as the fleet size 

effect of the distribution of administrative costs. We recognize that administrative costs may be 

small enough relative to fishers’ other costs that the distribution of these costs has a negligible 

impact on fleet size. Thus, as we proceed we allow for the possibility that 0=αn . 

 

Quota market equilibrium 

We are now able to specify the quota market equilibrium in a period in terms of the distribution 

of administrative costs, the total allowable catch for the period, and the resource stock.  Use (4) 

and (11) to first define the aggregate demand for quotas as 

),,().,(),,( BwqBwnBwQD ααα = .      (15) 

Using (5) through (7) and (12) through (14), we obtain the following: 

   







>>>

===
+=

;0or0if0

0if0

α

α
ααα nm

nm
nqqnQ

q

qD      (16) 

  0<+= ww
D
w nqqnQ ;        (17) 

  0>+= BB
D
B nqqnQ ;        (18) 
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Equation (16) indicates that aggregate demand for quotas increases as the government takes on a 

greater share of administrative costs as long as this increases the size of the fleet ( 0>αn ) or if 

the individual harvest effect is present ( 0>qm ). On the other hand, the distribution of 

administrative costs has no impact on the demand for fishing quotas if the fleet size effect and 

the individual harvest effect are absent. The results in (17) and (18) indicate that the demand for 

quotas is decreasing in the quota price and increasing in the size of the resource stock. 

 Since Q quotas are supplied in a particular period, we can write the equilibrium condition 

in the quota market as 

 0),,( =−QBwQD α .          (19) 

This condition implicitly defines the equilibrium quota price in a period, which we denote as 

ˆ ( , , )w Q Bα .          (20) 

From here on equilibrium values are indicated by a “hat”. With (20) and (4) we can define the 

equilibrium harvest of a fisher in a period as 

  ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , , )q Q B q w Bα α= .         (21) 

With (20) and (11) we have the equilibrium size of the active fishing fleet, 

  ˆ ˆ( , , ) ( , , )n Q B n w Bα α= .         (22) 

 

Administrative costs and the quota market equilibrium 

In this section we examine how the distribution of administrative costs affects the quota market 

equilibrium in a period, and how the policy variables (administrative cost distribution and quota 

supply) and the resource stock affect equilibrium administrative costs. These effects are then 

used to derive results about the optimal ITQ policy ( , )Qα  in the next section.  
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The distribution of administrative costs and the quota market equilibrium 

Our first proposition specifies how the distribution of administrative costs affects the equilibrium 

quota price, fleet size, and individual harvests in a period. All proofs of propositions in this paper 

are in Appendix A.  

 

Proposition 1: Given the quota supply in a period, the distribution of the administrative costs of 

an ITQ fishery has the following equilibrium effects: 

(1) The equilibrium quota price is independent of the distribution of administrative costs if 

0== αnmq . However, ˆ 0wα >  if 0>qm  or 0>αn . 

(2) The equilibrium fleet size in a period is independent of the distribution of administrative 

costs if 0== αnmq . However, ˆ 0nα >  if 0=qm  and 0>αn , while ˆ 0nα <  if 0>qm  and 

0=αn .  The sign of n̂α  is indeterminate if 0>qm  and 0>αn . 

(3) Equilibrium individual harvests in a period are independent of the distribution of 

administrative costs if 0== αnmq . However, ˆ 0qα <  if 0=qm  and 0>αn , while ˆ 0qα >  

if 0>qm  and 0=αn .  The sign of q̂α  is indeterminate if 0>qm  and 0>αn .  

 

Proposition 1 reveals that the equilibrium quota price, the size of the active fleet, and 

individual harvests are unaffected by the distribution of administrative costs if there is not an 

individual harvest effect ( 0=qm ) or a fleet size effect ( 0=αn ) on administrative costs. The 

quota market equilibrium is impacted by the distribution of administrative costs when either the 

individual harvest effect or the fleet size effect, or both, are present. Then, having the public bear 

a larger part of administrative costs increases the equilibrium quota price, because both the 

individual harvest effect and the fleet size effect work to put upward pressure on the quota price. 

In the former case, shifting administrative costs toward the public reduces the full marginal cost 

of harvesting fish and increases the demand for quotas. In the latter case, having the public take 
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on more of the administrative cost burden increases the size of the active fleet which also 

increases the demand for quotas. 

The effects of the distribution of administrative costs on the equilibrium size of the fleet 

and individual harvests are not as straightforward. In fact, both equilibrium effects, n̂α  and q̂α , 

consist of direct effects and indirect price effects that move in opposite directions. For 

ˆ ˆwn n n wα α α= + , shifting the administrative cost burden to the public can increase the fleet size 

directly ( 0>αn ), but doing so can also increase the equilibrium quota price resulting in a 

smaller fleet ( ˆ 0wn wα < ). If the direct fleet size effect is absent but the individual harvest effect is 

not, then 0ˆˆ <= αα wnn w , indicating that shifting administrative costs to the public reduces the 

size of the fleet. In the opposite case, when the fleet size effect is present and the individual 

harvest effect is absent, shifting the administrative cost burden to the public increases the size of 

the fleet. In a similar fashion, the effect of the distribution of administrative costs on equilibrium 

individual harvests, ˆ ˆwq q q wα α α= + , can consist of a positive direct effect ( 0>αq ) and a 

negative indirect price effect ( ˆ 0wq wα < ).  However, given a supply of quotas, the equilibrium 

fleet size and individual harvests are inversely related to each other. When individual harvests do 

not affect administrative costs directly but the distribution of these costs increases the size of the 

fleet, having the public shoulder more of the administrative costs of the program decreases 

individual harvests as the fleet increases. However, if the individual harvest effect on 

administrative costs is present and the fleet size effect is present, then individual harvests 

increase as the number of fishers if reduced.  

Let us now examine the equilibrium comparative statics of the quota supply and the 

resource stock.  Substitute (20) into (19) to obtain: 

   ˆ 1 0D
Q ww Q= < ;         (23)  

   ˆ 0D D
B B ww Q Q= − > .          (24) 
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As expected, the equilibrium quota price is decreasing in the total allowable catch. In addition, 

the equilibrium quota price is increasing in the fish stock. A greater fish stock decreases marginal 

harvest costs putting upward pressure on the equilibrium quota price. 

 Turning to the equilibrium fleet size, from (22) obtain 

ˆ ˆ 0Q w Qn n w= > ,         (25) 

the sign of which follows because 0<wn  from (13) and ˆ 0Qw <
 
from (23). (25) indicates that the 

fleet size is higher when the total allowable catch is higher. Also obtain 

ˆ ˆB w B Bn n w n= +          (26) 

from (22). The effect of a change in the resource stock on the equilibrium fleet size is ambiguous 

in the general case. There is a direct effect by which an increase in the stock size increases the 

equilibrium size of the fleet, holding the quota price constant (i.e., 0>Bn ). However, there is 

also an opposite price effect, because a greater fish stock increases the equilibrium quota price, 

which reduces the equilibrium size of the fleet ( ˆ 0w Bn w < ). 

 Now from (21) obtain 

ˆ ˆ 0Q w Qq q w= > ,         (27)  

which indicates that individual harvests increase with the allowable catch. Also obtain  

ˆ ˆB B w Bq q q w= + ,         (28) 

the sign of which is ambiguous because it depends again on a direct effect and a countervailing 

indirect price effect. The direct effect of an increase in the stock of fish is to increase an active 

fisher’s harvest ( 0>Bq ), but an increase in fish abundance can increase the equilibrium quota 

price, consequently reducing the fisher’s harvest ( ˆ 0w Bq w < ). Although the signs of ˆBq  and ˆBn  

are ambiguous, we know from the market clearing condition, ˆ ˆnq Q= , that ˆBq  and ˆBn  have 

opposite signs.  

 

Equilibrium administrative costs 
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To complete this section we now analyze equilibrium aggregate administrative costs in terms of 

how these costs change with the ITQ policy and the resource stock. Using (1), equilibrium 

administrative costs are 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , , ) (1 ) ( , )M Q B nm w qα α αµ= − + .      (29) 

The effects of the policy variables and the resource stock on ˆ ( , , )M Q Bα are: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , ) (1 ){ ( , ) ( )}w qM nm w q n m w q n m w m qα α α αµ α αµ= − + − + + + ;
 
 (30) 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ){ ( , ) ( )}Q Q w Q q QM n m w q n m w m qα αµ= − + + + ;    (31) 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ){ ( , ) ( )}B B w B q BM n m w q n m w m qα αµ= − + + + .    (32) 

 

Proposition 2: Equilibrium aggregate administrative costs have the following characteristics. 

(1) Equilibrium aggregate administrative costs are independent of their distribution if 

01 ===− αµ nmq . Otherwise, the sign of M̂α is generally indeterminate. However, 

ˆ 0Mα >  if 0=qm  and either 01>−µ  or 0>αn . Consequently, ˆ 0Mα <  only if 0>qm , 

although this is not sufficient.  

(2) The effect of the total allowable catch on equilibrium administrative costs is generally 

indeterminate. However, ˆ 0QM >  if 0=wm . Consequently, ˆ 0QM <  only if 0>wm , 

although this is not sufficient. 

(3) Equilibrium administrative costs are non-decreasing as the resource stock increases if 

ˆ ˆ 0B Bq n= = .  The sign of ˆ
BM is indeterminate when ˆ 0Bn ≠  and ˆ 0Bq ≠ .  

 

Part (1) of Proposition 2 reveals the circumstances under which the proportion of 

administrative costs shouldered by the government affects the level of aggregate administrative 

costs. In particular, these costs are unaffected by their distribution if there is not a direct effect of 

individual harvests, the distribution of administrative costs does not affect the size of the active 

fleet, and public funds are not more expensive than private funds. However, if administrative 
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costs do not depend directly on individual fisher’s harvests, but the distribution of these costs has 

a direct effect on the size of the active fishing fleet or public funds are more costly than private 

funds, then an increase in the proportion of administrative costs taken on by the government will 

increase these costs. Consequently, an increase in the proportion of administrative costs borne by 

the public can lead to a reduction in these costs only if they increase directly with individual 

harvest levels. Parts (2) and (3) of the proposition indicate that the total allowable catch and the 

resource stock in a period can also affect equilibrium administrative costs. If administrative costs 

are independent of the quota price, an increase in the total allowable catch will increase these 

costs because it will increase individual harvests and the size of the active fishing fleet. The 

quota price effect works in the opposite direction, because an increase in the quota supply 

reduces the equilibrium quota price. Finally, an increase in the resource stock has an 

indeterminate effect on aggregate administrative costs, mainly because the resource stock has 

opposite effects on the equilibrium fleet size and individual harvests.   

  

The optimal ITQ policy 

We are now ready to characterize the optimal ITQ program, which consists of the path of total 

allowable catches and the distribution of administrative costs between the public and the fishing 

industry.5 These choices will maximize the present value of the net social benefit of fishing over 

an infinite horizon, subject to period-by-period equilibrium in the quota market and the dynamics 

of the fish stock. The net social benefit of fishing in a period is consumer plus producer surplus, 

less fishers’ aggregate fixed costs and aggregate administrative costs. The policy control problem 

is: 

 ( , ) 0 0
ˆˆ ˆ ˆmax ( , , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , , )  

Q rt
Q W Q B p z dz nc q B F n M Q B e dtα α α

∞ − = − − −  ∫ ∫  

s.t. [0,1]α ∈ , ( )B G B Q= − , (0) a postitive constantB = .    (33) 
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In (33), p(Q) is the stationary inverse demand function for landed fish, G(B) is the stationary 

strictly concave growth function of the fish stock, ( )B G B Q= −  is the state equation for the 

problem, and r is the constant discount rate. Fishers’ aggregate fixed costs is the increasing 

function ˆ( )F n .  Recall that ŵ , q̂ , and n̂   are specified in (20), (21), and (22), respectively, 

while ˆ ( , , )M Q Bα  is specified in (29). 

 Let H denote the current-value Hamiltonian for (33) and let θ  denote the costate 

variable. Assume that the standard Hamiltonian conditions are necessary and sufficient to 

identify an optimal solution to (33). In Appendix B we show that these conditions can be written 

as: 

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 )q wH nm q n m w q nm wα α α ααµ α αµ= − + − − +  

0, if 0, then  0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , )

0, if 0, then  1,
nm w q

α
µ

α
≤ < =

− − ≥ > =    
  (34) 

  ˆ ( ) 0QH w Qθ ϕ= − − = ,        (35) 

with costate equation 

  ˆ( ) ( )B Br G nc Bθ θ ϕ= − + + ,        (36) 

state equation 

( )B G B Q= − ,         (37) 

and initial stock B(0). In (35) and (36): 

{ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) (1 )q Q Q w QQ nm q n m w q nm wϕ αµ α αµ= + + − + ;   (38) 

{ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) (1 )q B B w BB nm q n m w q nm wϕ αµ α αµ= + + − + .   (39) 

Our next two propositions provide insights into the optimal distribution of administrative costs. 

 

Proposition 3: If 01 =−== µαnmq , then the distribution of administrative costs has no impact 

on the value of the ITQ program. 
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Proposition 3 reveals that if there is not a direct effect of individual harvests on 

administrative costs, no direct fleet size effect, and public funds are not more expensive than 

private funds, then the distribution of administrative costs has no impact on the value of the ITQ 

program. This independence result follows directly from Propositions 1 and 2 which revealed 

that the absence of the individual harvest effect, fleet size effect, and deadweight cost of public 

funds made the quota market equilibrium and equilibrium administrative costs independent of 

the distribution of these costs. Under these conditions, any distribution of administrative costs 

will be optimal as long as it is accompanied by the optimal path of total allowable catches. We 

need to be careful with this finding because it does not imply that a regulator can ignore 

administrative costs and their distribution. We will discuss later how the chosen distribution of 

administrative costs affects the optimal path of the quota supply and the shadow value of the 

resource, even when there is not an efficiency reason to pick a particular distribution. 

Now suppose that the distribution of administrative costs affects the size of the fishing 

fleet or there are deadweight cost of public funds, or both.   The following proposition addresses 

this situation, and establishes necessary conditions for the public to bear a portion of the 

administrative costs of an ITQ fishery. 

 

Proposition 4: Assume that either there is a direct effect of the distribution of administrative 

costs on the size of the fishing fleet ( 0>αn ), or public funds are more expensive than private 

funds ( 01 >−µ ), or both.  If, in addition, there is not a direct individual harvest effect on 

administrative costs ( 0=qm ), then the optimal policy has the fishing industry bearing all the 

administrative costs of an ITQ program. Moreover, if 0>qm  and if the current-value 

Hamiltonian H for (33) is concave in α  over the entirety of [0, 1], then it is optimal for the 

industry to bear all administrative costs. It is uniquely optimal for the public to bear a portion of 
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the administrative costs of an ITQ program only if 0>qm and H is strictly convex in α  over at 

least some portion of [0, 1], although these conditions are not sufficient.  

 

When the direct individual harvest effect on administrative costs is absent ( 0=qm ), but 

either the direct fleet size effect is present ( 0>αn ) or there is a deadweight cost associated with 

public funds ( 01>−µ ), it is optimal for the fishers to bear all administrative costs. Recall from 

part (1) of Proposition 2 that under these circumstances equilibrium aggregate administrative 

costs increase as the public shoulders more of these costs. This occurs for two reasons.  First, 

shifting the cost burden to the public attracts more active fishers, which increases administrative 

costs directly. Second, shifting the burden to the public can also result in a higher quota price, 

which can also increase administrative costs. Because equilibrium administrative costs are 

strictly increasing as the public takes a more of their burden, it is optimal that fishers take on all 

these costs. 

The only way for it to be optimal for the public to take on some part of administrative 

costs is if there is a direct effect of individual harvests on these costs ( 0>qm ). The presence of 

this effect can imply that shifting the administrative cost burden to the public puts downward 

pressure on these costs if it reduces individual harvests ( ˆ 0qα < ) or decreases the size of the fleet 

( ˆ 0nα < ). However, for these effects to translate into a uniquely optimal policy of having the 

public take on a share of administrative costs requires that the current value Hamiltonian 

associated with (34) be strictly convex in the distribution of administrative costs over some 

range. Even then, however, it may remain optimal for fishers to bear all costs. Thus, our model 

suggests that the circumstances under which it is optimal for the public to take on part of the 

costs of administering an ITQ program are likely to be fairly limited. 

To complete our analysis, note from (34) through (39) that the presence of administrative 

costs and the distribution of these costs has important impacts on the equilibrium quota price, the 
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shadow price of the resource stock, the optimal allowable catch and the resource stock. This is 

true regardless of whether the distribution of administrative costs is optimal. At this level of 

generality, however, all of these effects are indeterminate. While we cannot make definitive 

statements about how administrative costs and their distribution affect the levels of the quota 

price and shadow price of the resource, we can draw a few conclusions about the relationship 

between these two prices. From (35) we have 

  ˆ( ) ( ( ))sign w sign Qθ ϕ− = .        (40) 

Using the fact that ˆ 0Qw <  from (23), (38) reveals that ( ) 0Qϕ ≤ if it is optimal for the fishers to 

bear all administrative costs, and the inequality is strict if there is a direct effect of the quota 

price on administrative costs ( 0>wm ). Hence, the equilibrium quota price is not above the 

shadow value of the stock if fishers bear all administrative costs, and the quota price is strictly 

below the shadow price if 0>wm . On the other hand, if the public bears part of the 

administrative cost burden, either because that is optimal or that is what the regulation mandates, 

then the quota price can be above, below, or equal to the shadow price of the resource. However, 

if, in addition to the public bearing part of administrative costs, there is not a direct effect of the 

quota price on administrative costs, then the quota price is strictly greater than the shadow value 

of the resource. (To show this use ˆ 0Qn >  and ˆ 0Qq > from (25) and (27)). 

The effects of administrative costs and their distribution on the path of optimal allowable 

catches and resource stocks are even more complex. To see this, just consider the steady state of 

the system. Set 0θ = and rearrange (36) to obtain 

ˆ ( )B
B

nc Br G ϕ
θ
+

− = − ,        (41) 

which is a familiar rule for helping determine the steady state fish stock, modified by the 

presence of administrative costs.  (Sutinen and Andersen (1985) derive a similar rule). The term 

on the right side of (41) captures the effect of the stock size on marginal harvest costs and 

administrative costs in the steady state. In the absence of this stock effect, the steady state stock 
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is determined by BGr = . In this case, a positive discount rate implies that the steady state stock 

is strictly less than the stock that produces maximum sustained yield (i.e., where 0=BG ). In the 

absence of administrative costs the stock effect is positive, because 0>θ  and 0<Bc . In this 

case, BGr >  indicating that the stock effect on harvest costs tends to increase the steady state 

fish stock. It is even possible that the stock level could exceed the level that produces maximum 

sustained yield (where 0<BG ). The stock effect on administrative costs is captured by ( )Bϕ . 

From (39), the sign of ( )Bϕ is indeterminate in general, although it is non-negative if fishers bear 

all administrative costs. More importantly, even when we can sign ( )Bϕ , the effects of 

administrative costs and the distribution of these costs on the right side of (41), and in turn on the 

steady state stock, are indeterminate, because administrative costs and how they are distributed 

also affect the shadow price and the stock effect on aggregate harvest costs in indeterminate 

ways. While it is not possible to derive these results analytically, it is possible to calculate them 

in particular settings. And it is important to do so, because it is clear that administrative costs and 

their distribution can have significant impacts on the design of ITQ programs. 

 

Conclusion 

To our knowledge, we have provided the first rigorous theoretical model of administrative costs 

in ITQ fisheries in this paper. This model has allowed us to develop new insights into the effects 

of the distribution of administrative costs on equilibrium in an ITQ market, and how the 

distribution of administrative costs, the supply of fishing quotas, and the resource stock affect the 

level of equilibrium administrative costs.  In addition, we have provided new results about the 

optimal distribution of administrative costs between fishers and the public.  

The existing literature on the appropriate distribution of administrative costs in an ITQ 

fishery has suggested several reasons to have fishers bear these costs. 1) There is an equity 

argument to be made: since an efficient ITQ program mainly benefits the fishing industry, it may 
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be inappropriate to have the general public bear part of the costs of increasing the private gains 

of fishers. There are also efficiency reasons. 2) Having fishers bear administrative costs may lead 

to more efficient provision of administrative services. 3) Private financing of administrative 

services may be cheaper than public financing because of the deadweight cost associated with 

taxation to generate public revenue. 

Our analysis confirms the role of the deadweight cost of public financing on the 

distribution of administrative costs in an ITQ fishery and suggests three additional factors that 

can influence the optimal distribution of these costs. The first two factors motivate having the 

fishers bear all administrative costs, while the third can call for shifting some of the 

administrative cost burden to the public. 1) Administrative costs can increase directly with the 

quota price, perhaps because enforcement must be more stringent with a higher quota price to 

counteract the increased motivation for individuals to violate their quota. Since shifting the 

administrative cost burden to fishers tends to reduce the quota price, doing so can also reduce 

administrative costs and increase the value of the fishery. 2) Administrative costs can increase 

with the fleet size. Hence, shifting the administrative cost burden to fishers can reduce the size of 

the active fleet, thereby reducing administrative costs and increasing the value of the fishery. 3) 

Finally, shifting the cost burden to the public can reduce administrative costs if it reduces the 

individual harvests of active fishers. This is the one effect that we know of that can justify having 

the public bear part of the administrative costs of an ITQ fishery, although it is by no means a 

sufficient reason for doing so. 

While our conceptual analysis and the related literature suggest that it is likely that an 

optimally designed ITQ system should make the fishers pay the administrative costs, practical 

implementation of this result may be difficult. Fishers might oppose a transition from partial 

public funding to a system funded only by them. Equity considerations might also play a role. In 

cases in which the distribution of administrative costs is chosen for non-efficiency reasons, it is 
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important to remember that the presence and distribution of administrative costs can have 

important impacts on the design of the other elements of an ITQ policy.  

Our work can be extended in several ways. Considering that one of the major concerns of 

ITQ programs is quota concentration and, consequently, the exercise of market power, re-

examining our results under an imperfectly competitive quota market is a possible area for future 

research.  Of course, administrative costs are important for all types of fishery regulations, so 

applying our method to examine the distribution of administrative costs under alternative 

regulations is also likely to be fruitful. The exploration of these and related issues will ultimately 

contribute to the design of a more efficient management systems for fisheries. 
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Footnotes 

1 However, a recent bill before the U.S. Congress, the Saving Fishing Jobs Act of 2011 

(HR 2772), proposes that certain fisheries under catch share systems would have fishers absorb 

all the costs of those programs. We thank Martin Smith for pointing us to this bill.   

2 Industrial Chilean fisheries have been regulated under a catch share system since 2001. 

The governing law expired at the end of 2012. A bill to extend the catch share system into the 

future includes a new tax on harvests to recover administrative costs (Government of Chile 

2011).  

3 Limiting firm-level heterogeneity to heterogeneity in fixed harvesting costs is done only 

to simplify the exposition. We obtained the same qualitative conclusions in an earlier version of 

this paper in which we allowed for significant heterogeneity in harvesting costs and 

administrative costs. This earlier version of the paper is available from the authors upon request. 

4 The marginal cost of public funds is equal to one plus the marginal excess burden of 

taxation, where the latter is the efficiency loss of a higher tax per dollar of increased revenue. 

5 While it is possible that the optimal distribution of administrative costs can change over 

time, we ignore this possibility in our analysis.   
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Appendix A 

 

Proof of Proposition 1: To obtain the effect of the distribution of administrative costs on the 

equilibrium quota price, substitute (20) into (19) and obtain ˆ D D
ww Q Qα α= − . Since 0D

wQ− >  

from (17), the sign of ŵα  is equal to the sign of DQα . Part (1) of the proposition then follows 

from (16). 

For part (2) of the proposition, use (22) to obtain ˆ ˆwn n n wα α α= + , which is generally 

indeterminate because 0≥αn  and ˆ 0wn wα ≤ . However, substitute ˆ D D
ww Q Qα α= − into

ˆ ˆwn n n wα α α= + , then substitute (16) and (17) into the result and collect terms to obtain 

    

( )ˆ w w
D
w

n n q n qn
Q

α α
α

−
= .        (A.1) 

Suppose first 0== αnmq ,  and recall from (5) that 0=qm  implies 0=αq . Then 0== αnmq  

implies that the numerator of (A.1) is equal to zero and ˆ 0nα = . However, if 0>αn , then wqnα  in 

the numerator of (A.1) is negative because 0<wq  from (6). Therefore, 0=qm  and 0>αn  

imply ˆ 0nα > . On the other hand, 0>qm  implies 0>αq  from (5). Since 0<wn  from (13), 

0>− αqnw . Therefore, ˆ 0nα <  if 0>qm  and 0=αn . 

Turning to part (3) of the proposition, given the quota supply Q ,  the market clearing 

condition can be written as ˆ ˆnq Q= .  Differentiate this respect to α  and rearrange terms to obtain 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆq n q nα α= − .  Hence, the sign of q̂α is equal to the sign of n̂α− .  Part (3) of the proposition 

follows from this fact and part (2) of the proposition. ∎  

 

Proof of Proposition 2: For part (1) of the proposition, recall from Proposition 1 that 

0== αnmq  implies ˆ ˆ ˆ 0w q nα α α= = = . Substitute ˆ 1 0qm nα µ= = − =  into (30) to show that 

ˆ 0Mα =  for all α  when 01 ===− αµ nmq .  However, again from Proposition 1, 0=qm  and 

0>αn imply ˆ 0wm wα ≥  and ˆ 0nα > : consequently, 0=qm  and 0>αn  or 01 >−µ  imply 

ˆ 0Mα > . In all other cases the sign of M̂α is indeterminate, but it is clear that 0>qm  is required 
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for ˆ 0Mα < , although it is not sufficient. For part (2) of Proposition 2, recall that ˆ 0Qn > from 

(25) and ˆ 0Qq > from (27). These along with 0wm =  imply from (31) that ˆ 0QM > , and imply 

further that ˆ 0QM <  requires 0>wm .  However, if 0>wm , then ˆ 0w Qm w <  because 0ˆ <Qw from 

(23), leaving the sign of ˆ
QM indeterminate, and revealing that 0>wm  is not sufficient for 

ˆ 0QM < .  For part (3) of the proposition, ˆ 0w Bm w ≥  from (24) and 0≥wm . Hence, ˆ 0BM ≥  if 

ˆ 0Bq =  and ˆ 0Bn = . However, since the signs of ˆBq  and ˆBn  are ambiguous in general and they 

have opposite signs, the sign of ˆ
BM  is indeterminate if ˆ 0Bn ≠  and ˆ 0Bq ≠ . ∎  

 

Proof of Proposition 3: From Proposition 1, 01 =−== µαnmq  implies ˆ ˆ ˆ 0w q nα α α= = = . 

Hence, in this case, every term of (34) is equal to zero, implying that 0=αH  regardless of the 

level of α . This indicates that the level of α  has no impact on the value of the ITQ program if 

01 =−== µαnmq .∎ 
 

Proof of Proposition 4: If 0=qm , then (33) becomes: 

 
0, if 0,  then  0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 ) ( 1) ( , )
0, if 0,  then  1.wH n m w q nm w nm w qα α α

α
αµ α αµ µ

α
≤ < =

= − − − + − − ≥ > =
 

Given 0=qm ,  recall from part 2 of Proposition 1 that ˆ 0nα ≥  and the inequality is strict if 

0>αn .  Hence, ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) 0n m w qααµ− ≤  and the inequality is strict if 0α >  and 0>αn .  Moreover, 

recall from part 1 of Proposition 1 that ˆ 0wα ≥  and the inequality is strict if 0>αn .  

Consequently, ˆ ˆ(1 ) 0wnm wαα αµ− − + ≤  and the inequality is strict if 0>wm  and 0>αn . Finally, 

ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , ) 0nm w qµ− − ≤  and the inequality is strict if 01>−µ .  Taken together these results imply 

that if 0=qm  and either 0>αn  or 01>−µ , then 0<αH  for 0>α , implying further that it is 

optimal for the fishing industry to bear all administrative costs. Moreover, 0>qm  is a necessary 

condition for it to be optimal for the public to bear a portion of administrative costs.   

 Given 0>qm , evaluate (33) at 0=α : 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( 0) ( 1) ( , )wH nm w nm w qα αα µ= = − − − . 
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Recall from part 1 of Proposition 1 that 0>qm  implies ˆ 0wα > , so ˆ ˆ 0wnm wα− ≤  and the 

inequality is strict if 0>wm . Moreover, ˆ ˆ ˆ( 1) ( , ) 0nm w qµ− − ≤  and the inequality is strict if 

01>−µ . Therefore, 0)0( ≤=ααH  and the inequality is strict if either 0>wm  or 01>−µ . If H 

is strictly concave in α  over the entirety of [0, 1], then ( 0) 0Hα α = ≤  implies that it is optimal 

to set 0.α =  This is also the optimal distribution of administrative costs if ( 0) 0Hα α = <  and H 

is concave in α  over the entirety of [0, 1]. There is a special case in which 0α =  is optimal but 

not uniquely optimal. This occurs if ( 0) 0Hα α = =  (because 1 0wm µ= − = ) and H is only 

weakly concave in α  over [0, 1]. Thus, for 0>α  to be a uniquely optimal choice we must have 

0>qm and H is strictly convex in α  over at least some portion of [0, 1]. However, these 

conditions are not sufficient. ∎ 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix we derive the first-order conditions (34), (35) and (36). The current-value 

Hamiltonian associated with (33) is: 

 
0

ˆˆ ˆ ˆ( , , , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ( ) )
Q

H Q B p z dz nc q B F n M G B Qα θ θ= − − − + −∫    (B.1) 

The necessary conditions for a solution to (33) include: 

 
0, if 0, then  0
0, if 0, then  1;

Hα

α
α

≤ < =
≥ > =

       (B.2) 

 0=QH ;           (B.3) 

 0BH rθ θ+ − = .         (B.4) 

From (A.1) and (30) obtain   

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) ( 1) ( , )qH n c q B nc q F n nm w qα α α α µ′= − − − − −     

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 )( ( , ) ( ))w qn m w q n m w m qα α αα αµ− + + + .      (B.5) 

Note that ˆˆ( ) mF n λ′ = ,  the fixed costs of the least profitable fisher in equilibrium. Substitute this 

and ˆ (1 ) q qp w m cα− − − =  from (3) into (B.5) and collect terms to obtain 

( )ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )m
qH p w nq nm n c q B m w qα α ααµ λ α αµ= − − − − + + − +  

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) ( 1) ( , )wnm w nm w qαα αµ µ− − + − −    (B.6) 

From (10), and the definition of ˆmλ we have: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , ) 0m p w q c q B m w qλ α≡ − − − − = .      (B.7) 

Add ˆ ˆ( , )m w qαµ  to both sides of (B.7) and rearrange terms to obtain 

 ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 ) ( , ) ( ) ( , , )m mc q B m w q p w q m w qλ α αµ αµ λ+ + − + = − + .   (B.8) 

Substitute this into (B.6) and rearrange terms to obtain: 

( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , )qH p w n q nq nm q n m w qα α α α ααµ= − − + − +   

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) ( 1) ( , )wnm w nm w qαα αµ µ− − + − −    (B.9) 

From the quota market equilibrium, ˆ ˆnq Q= , we have 

   ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 0n q nqα α+ = ,        (B.10) 
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which upon substitution into (B.9) yields  

( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 ) ( 1) ( , )q wH nm q n m w q nm w nm w qα α α ααµ α αµ µ= − + − − + − − .  (B.11) 

Combine this with (B.2) to get (34). 

 Now use (B.1) and (31) to calculate  

Q
m

QqQQ nqcnBqcnpH ˆˆˆˆ),ˆ(ˆ λ−−−=         

   { }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) ( , ) ( )Q w Q q Qn m w q n m w m qα αµ− − + + + .    (B.12) 

Substitute ˆ (1 ) q qp w m cα− − − =  from (3) into (B.12) and collect terms to obtain 

{ }ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )m
Q Q q QH p nq p w m n c q B m w qθ αµ λ α αµ= − − − + − + + − +  

ˆ ˆ(1 ) w Qnm wα αµ− − + .         (B.13) 

Substitute (B.8) into (B.13) and rearrange terms to obtain  

( ) { }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , )Q Q Q q Q QH p p w n q nq nm q n m w qθ αµ= − − − + + + .     

  ˆ ˆ(1 ) w Qnm wα αµ− − +         (B.14) 

From the quota market equilibrium, ˆ ˆnq Q= , we have ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 1.Q Qn q nq+ = Substitute this into (B.14) 

to obtain 

{ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 ) .Q q Q Q w QH w nm q n m w q nm wθ αµ α αµ= − − + − − +     (B.15) 

Using (38), ˆ ( ).QH w Qθ ϕ= − − Combine this with (B.3) to get (35). 

 Now use (B.1) and (32) to calculate 

B
m

BBqBB ncnqcnBqcnH ˆˆˆˆˆ),ˆ(ˆ λ−−−−=   

{ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 ) ( , ) ( )B w B q B Bn m w q n m w m q Gα αµ θ− − + + + + .     (B.16) 

Substitute ˆ (1 ) q qp w m cα− − − =  from (3), and collect terms to obtain 

 { }ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )m
B B B q BH nc nq p w m n c q B m w qαµ λ α αµ µ= − − − + − + + − +    

  ˆ ˆ(1 ) .w B Bnm w Gα αµ θ− − + +        (B.17) 

Substitute (B.8) into (B.17) and rearrange terms to obtain 

 { }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )( ) ( , )B B B B q B BH nc p w n q nq nm q n m w qαµ= − − − + − +      

   ˆ ˆ(1 ) .w B Bnm w Gα αµ θ− − + +        (B.18) 
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From the quota market equilibrium, ˆ ˆnq Q= , we have ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 0B Bn q nq+ =  and 

{ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( , ) (1 )B B q B B w B BH nc nm q n m w q nm w Gαµ α αµ θ= − − + − − + + .   (B.19) 

Using (39), 

ˆ ( ).B B BH G nc Bθ ϕ= − −        (B.20) 

Combine this with (B.4) to obtain (36). 
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